Runway Trailer Kit

Technical Background

The Portable Runway Lighting Kit - BOL is a portable airfield lighting system designed for quick and easy deployment of battery airfield lights. The Runway Lighting Kit is ideal for military, police, airport operators, humanitarian disaster, and medevac situations. The trailer can store 72 lights and comes with an integrated drop-in to charge system, keeping your lights charged in an optimum state and ready for use. A standard 72 light Portable runway kit can deploy up to 3500m of (temporary) runway.

The Portable Runway Lighting Kit comes with 72 portable lights in all requested light colors and applications. The lights can be operated with the built-in remote in the trailer its console, or manually on the portable lights.

The Portable Runway Lighting Kit is self-contained, integrated, and sealed against water IP66. The Portable Runway Lighting Kit is optimized for air-cargo transportation and can be mounted behind any vehicle.
MAIN DIMENSIONS

The main dimensions and mounting dimensions are displayed in the image below:

ORDER CODE

Q70RTK00 00 R1

Q71RTK00 00 R1

ORDER CODE

Q70RTK - Runway Trailer kit for Q-Battery Operated Lights
00 Military Trailer
01 Airport Trailer

Q70RTK - Solar Runway Trailer kit for Q-SPAL
00 Military Trailer
01 Airport Trailer